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ADDITIONAL SIGNALS IN LINEAR DISCRETE-TIME 
CONTROL SYSTEMS III 
Additional Disturbance Feedforward 
VACLAV SOUKUP 
A linear discrete-time control system is treated in which a measurable external disturbance 
affecting the control process is added to the feedback loop. Using the polynomial approach, 
closed-loop stability is investigated and time optimal as well as least squares control problems 
are solved. The results are compared with the solutions of similar problems in a simple control 
system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Following both previous parts [8], [9] of the paper, this last part deals with the 
additional signal of disturbance feedforward (ASDF) in a linear, discrete-time (sam-
pled-data), single variable control system. 
Starting with the closed-loop stability investigation, the time optimal as well as least 
squares control problems are solved. The results are analyzed and compared with 
the simple system solutions. As the polynomial method is used again the reader is 
assumed to be acquainted with the fundamental symbols and operations of the 
algebraic theory ([l], [2]) which have been briefly presented in Sections 1 and 2 
of [8]. 
Control systems with ASDF along with other types of interconnected systems 
using analogue control techniques have been described, e.g., in [ 3 ] - [ 6 ] . A brief 
analysis of their digital control applications based on Z-transform and state-space 
approach can be found in [7]. 
2. ADDITIONAL SIGNAL OF THE DISTURBANCE FEEDFORWARD 
IN A LINEAR DISCRETE-TIME CONTROL SYSTEM 
The considered system structure is shown by the block diagram in Fig. 1. A closed-
loop discrete-time system subjected to a reference input IF is continuously affected 
at the same time by a disturbance (load) ir through a part £f x of a controlled system 
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^.Provided this disturbance input is measurable it can be sampled and fed through 
an additional controller R2 to contribute to the control signal U. If the additional 
loop is omitted the considered structure is reduced into a simple feedback control 






are not pictured in Fig. 1 for simplicity and the continuously operating part of the 
system is shown within the dash line. 
Let us denote the sampled (and digitalized) disturbance input by Vand the result-
Fig. 2. 
ing sampled-data effect of "V after passing through 9'1 by Vt. Then the block diagram 
in Fig. 1 can be transformed for discrete values of time as shown in Fig. 2 where 
(1) G = ~, ( в , Ь ) ~ l , b, 
represents the discrete-time transfer sequence of the system Sf being controlled 
(including a data reconstructor .Jf), 
(2) R!=^i, ( B l , m 1 ) ~ l , and R2 = ^ , («-, m 2) - 1, 
are both controllers transfer sequences. 
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The following transfer relations hold: 
(3) Y = (l + GR1)-
1(GR1W+ GR2V+ Vx), 
(4) E =(1 + GRX)-
1(W-GR2V~VX), 
(5) C7 = (l + GRX)~
1(RXW+ R2V-RXVX). 





KW/Y Kv/Y KVl/Y 
Kw/E KY/E KVí/E 




= (anx + bm^y 
bmxn20 bm2n10 an0 
an0 —bm2n10 —an0 
am1n2o am2nx0 ~amxn20 
and n0 = (nx, n2)n10n20. 
(«!, n2) (nx, n2) 
Hence the pssudocharacteristic polynomial of the closed loop system ([1], [10]) is 
(8) / — (anx + bmx) n20 . 
It is important to note that relations (6)-(8) are true under the assumption that 
both control algorithms Rx and R2 are actually realized as a single two-input one-
output system. 
3. STABILITY AND CAUSALITY OF THE CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM 
Speaking about stability Liapunov's asymptotic stability (in the large) is assumed 
here. 
Theorem 1. The closed-loop system with ASDF pictured in Fig. 2 and described 
by relations (l) —(2) is stable and causal if and only if 
(9) R1=M1N'
1 and R2 = M2JV
_1 
where Mx, M2 and N are stable sequences, 
(10) aN + bMx = 1 
and N'1 is causal. 
Proof. 
1. At first it will be proved that the closed-loop system is stable if and only if the 
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closed-loop transfer sequences Kw/Y, KW/E and Kr/Y in (6) can be written in the form 
(11) KW/Y = bMu Kw/E = aN and Kv/Y — bM2 where Mx, M2 and N are stable 
sequences. 
a) Only if: It follows from (6) and (8) that 
(12) Kw/Y = bm1n20l~
1,Kw/Y = a n 0 /
_ 1 and Kv/Y = bm2n10l~
1. 
Denoting 
(13) Mi = mln20l~
1, M2 = m2n10l~
1 and N = HQI'1 
then, really, K^^ , ^ / £ and JC r / r are according to (11). The pseudocharacteristic 
polynomial / of a stable system is a stable polynomial and therefore M., M2 and At 
must be stable sequences. 
b) If: Suppose that M±,M2 and At are stable but I = l
 + l~ is not stable with 
l~ <*> 1. Then l~ \ m1n20, l~ | m2n10 and l~ | n0 at the same time according to (13). 
But (m^^, m2n10, n0) ~ 1 and consequently l~ ~ 1 is the only possibility. 
Note that stability of the remaining closed-loop transfer sequences in (6) 
(14) KVl/Y = -KVl/E = aN, Kv/E = -bM2 , 
Kw/V = —Kyl/V = aM1 and Kv/V = aM2 
follows from that of Mu M2 and N. 
2. Using (13) 
aN + bMx = anor
x + bm1n20r
1 = (an1 + bmx) n20l~
l = U'1 = 1 
and equation (10) is verified. 
Relations (9) follow from (3)-(5), (11) and (14) since 
Rt = Kw/uKwjE = M.N'
1 and R2 = KV/VKW)E = M2N~
X . 
3. According to (9), N'1 must be causal to ensure causality of both controllers Rt 
and R2. Since G itself is causal the closed-loop system is then causal too. • 
4. TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL 
When solving the time optimal control (TOC) problem, linear control algorithms 
are to be found such that the closed-loop system is stable and the error sequence E 
is finite and as short as possible. At the same time the control sequence U is required 
to be either stable (stable TOC) or finite (finite TOC). 
The following theorem gives the solution of both TOC problems under the assump-
tion the system being controlled is initially at rest. 
Theorem 2. Given the discrete-time system with ASDF pictured in Fig. 2, described 
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by relations (1) —(2) and subjected to the inputs W. V and V, where W— V, = 
= //*, (h,f) ~ 1, and V= p/cj, (g, p) ~ 1, then 
a) the stable TOC is assured by the controllers (9) with 
(15) N = ^ - , M . - . J L . and M 2 = *£& 
V ^ a0
+j+ 6 7 + KP + 
where the triplet of polynomials x, y, v satisfies the equations 
(16) a0x - b01pjv = (a0, pf)~ s 
and 
(17) (b, q)~ (b0,fp)~ y + hpjv = r 
with x causal. The polynomials 5, r represent the solution of the equation 
(18) . h(a0,Pf)-s + b01r=f
 + 
with s of minimum degree. 
The notations used in (15) —(18) are as follows: 
(19) fl0 = T-^~ and h0 = — — , 
(a, h) (a, h) 
(20) b° = 7 ^ a n d qo = ~r~~' 
(b, q) (b, q) 
(2i) ^-yf- and Pf^ir-v 
(/. p) (/. p) 
(22) fpl = - ^ - and bm = 
(bo,f„) (b0JP) 
The error sequence (polynomial) 
(23) E = e = (a0,pf)~ f~s 
and the control sequence 
(24) u = ao(f,p)-f;lr^ 
h0b
+(b,q) 
The optimal solution exists if and only if h0 ~ h0 and (b, q) ~ (b, q)
 +. The 
resulting optimal error (23) is unique while the optimal controllers Rx and R2 are not. 
b) The finite TOC is assured by the controllers (9) with 
(25) N = J ^ , M l = ± and M2 = « - & J 
where the polynomials x, y, v satisfy the equations 
(26) a0x - b0b01pjv = (a0, pf)~ s 
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and 
(27) (b,q)(b0,fpf y + hp}v = r 
with x causal provided that s, r is the min deg s solution of the equation 
(28) h(a0,Pf)- s + b
 + bolr=f
 + 
and a0, /;0, h0, q0,fp, P/,fpl and h01 are defined in (19) —(22), respectively. 
The error polynomial has the form (23) and the control sequence 
(29) y - a°(f'P)~f7ir 
K ' K(b,a) 
The finite TOC problem is solvable if and only if h0 ~ 1 and (h, q) ~ 1. The 
resulting optimal error is unique but the optimal controllers /?, and R2 are not. 
Proof. According to (6), ( l l ) and (14) 




(31) L = ^ = "^—N b-°P— M2 
h K(a0f, b0p) q0(a0f b0p) 
is a sequence with polynomials s0 and /0 undetermined till now. Writing (31) in the 
form 
(32) M o ^ _ i ^ i V - - ^ f - M 2 
lo (a0f b0p) (a J, b0p) 
both sides of (32) must be stable sequences since N and M2 are assumed to be stable. 
At the same time, the requirement that E = e be a polynomial implies /0 | (a0f b0p). 
But (h0q0,(a0f b0p)) ~ 1 and therefore (h0g0, to) ~ I- Hence the optimal l0 = 
= Z0
+ = (a0f b0p)




(34) e = (a0f b0p)- s0 = (f p)" (a0, pfY (b0Jp)~ s0 . 
a) In accordance with (30) the sequence Lean be realized only through the sequen-
ces N and M2, which must be chosen in such a way that the equation (cf. (31) and (33)) 
(35) aAN-hlMi = (aof,b(}P)-So 
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be always solvable for any s0. This condition is satisfied if 
(36) M2 = ^ 
b0P 
and N is given by (15); (35) then takes the form 
(37) a0fp~\X ~ b'tpjw = (a0, pf)~ s0 
and is always solvable for any s0. Using (10) the error can be also expressed as 
(38) E = e = (1 - bMj)^- - bM2 ^. 
h q 
If (34) and (36) is substituted into (38) then 
(39) bMJ = / - h(a0f b0p)~ s0 - hb0p~w . 
Both sides of (39) must be polynomials and consequently the optimal stable MY is 
given by (15). Then (39) can be written in the form 
h(a0f, b0p)~ s0 + b~f~y + hb0p~w = f 
and, after arrangement, 
(40) h(a0, Pf)~ s0 + b0i(b, q)~ f~y + hb0iPJw = f
+f~vX . 
Equation (40) can be decomposed into two equations 
(41) (b,q)-f-py + hpjw = r0 
and 
(42) h(a0, pf)- s0 + b~.ro = j
+jpl • 
The control sequence follows from (6) and (14): 




and it is stable if and only if h0 ~ h0 and (b, q) ~ (b, q)
+. In this case equations 
(41) and (42) are always solvable since ((b, q)~ fp, hpj) ~ (f~, hpj) ~ 1 and 
(h(a0, pj)~, b01) ~ 1, respectively. 
Any optimal polynomial w must satisfy both equations (37) and (41). Let us write 
the corresponding w-part of the general solution x, w of (37) as 
(44) w = w0 + f-^r-fot 
(a0, Pf) 
where w0 comes from a particular solution x0, w0 of (37) and t is an arbitary poly-
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nomial. When w 4= 0 given by (44) is substituted into (41) then 
(45) (b, q)~f; y + hpj - °0 - / ; , f = r0 - hpjw0 . 
(flo» P/) 
Obviously (45) has a solution y, t if and only if fa j 0-o - hp]w0). But this is not 
generally fulfilled for any 7-0 resulting from (42) and any w0 in (44). To ensure this 
condition, f; | r0 as well as f;t | w0 must be imposed. Thus the polynomials w, r0 
and s0 are partially determined in advance: 
(46) w=f;lv, r0=f;xr and s0 = f~pXs. 
Applying relations (46) equations (37), (41) and (42) obtain their final forms 
(16), (17) and (18), respectively; M2 is given by (15), e by (23) and U by (24). The opti-
mal error (23) is unique since it is determined by the unique mjn deg s solution s, 7-
of equation (18). Having found s, r and substituting them into (16) and (17) any 
solution x, y, v is acceptable. Therefore Rr and R2 are not unique. • 
Note 1. The presented approach starts with the determination of polynomials s, r 
and it makes possible to determine the optimal error immediately. But another 
procedure is possible. Combining equations (16) —(18) we can simply prove that 
x and y satisfy the equation 
(47) ha0x + b~y =f
 + 
which corresponds to the closed-loop stability equation (10) if M, and A' are according 
to (15). It is well known that the min deg x solution x, y of (47) is looked for if the 
stable TOC problem is solved in a simple control system (R2 = 0), with the re-
sulting error being equal to 
(48) e = aZfx . 
In the case of ASDF the optimal error is given by (23) or, using (16), by 
(49) e = f-(a0 x - b0ipjv) . 
Therefore, if the general or a particular solution x, y of (47) is determined and 
used in (49), a "corrective" polynomial v can be found (by trials) to minimize deg e. 
This procedure seems to be usually more simple when compared with the first one 
and especially suitable provided the optimal solution for R2 = 0 has already been 
known and ought to be improved by ASDF. Then the controller (algorithm) R2 can 
be added after the main feedback controller Rt is tuned. 
Nevertheless the first approach described above yields a more exact analysis of the 
problem and can be also simply applied for least squares control problem which will 
be solved in the next section. • 
b) If the finite TOC problem is to be solved then M t and M2 given by (15) do not 
ensure a finite control sequence U as seen in (24). Starting with equation (35) and 
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choosing 
(50) M2 = i - Z 
(L and N stay unchanged) the equation 
(51) flo/pi* - b0b01pjw = (a0, p,.)" s0 
is obtained and always solvable for any s0. Using (34) and (50) in (38) then 
(52) bMJ = / - h(a0f, boP)- s0 - hb0p~w . 
If Mj is given by (25) equation (52) can be written, after a small rearrangement, 
in the form 
(53) h(a0, pf)~ s0 + bf^y + hb
 + b01p}w = /
+/P"i • 
The decomposition of (53) results in two equations 
(54) (b, q)f-py + hpjw = r0 
and 
(55) h(a0, pf)~ s0 + b0b01r0 = f
+fc . 
The control sequence is expressed as 
(56) u = a°^y + a p w = a°( f ~)~ ro 
K (b, q) h0(b, q) 
and it is finite (polynomial) if and only h0 ~ 1 and (b, q) ~ 1. Then equations (54) 
and (55) are always solvable. Since conditions (46) can be simply derived in a way 
similar to that used in the stable TOC case, the final form of M2 stands in (25) and 
equations (51), (54) and (55) are transformed into (26), (27) and (28), respectively. 
The optimal error e has the final form (23) and U is given by (29). According to (23) 
the min deg s solution of (28) yields the unique optimal error. But any solution x, 
y, v satisfying equations (26) and (27) is allowed in order to solve the given problem 
and, therefore, Rx and R2 are not unique. • 
Note 2. The identity 
(57) ha0x + by=f
 + 
can be proved if (26) —(28) are combined. Hence the solution of the finite TOC 
problem can start with the general or a particular solution x, y of (57) the x-part 
of which is then considered in 
(58) e~f~(a0x- b0b01pjv) 
and a suitable polynomial v is finally sought to minimize the degree of (58). • 
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5. LEAST SQUARES CONTROL 
In the case of least squares control (LSC) the squared quadratic norm aE = \\E\\
2 
of the error sequence is to be minimized. At the same time the closed-loop stability 
must not be destroyed and the control sequence U is required to be stable. The solu-
tion of the LSC problem is formulated and proved in the following theorem. The 
system is assumed to be initially at rest. 
Theorem 3. Given the discrete-time system with ASDF pictured in Fig. 2, described 
by relations (l) and (2) and subjected to the inputs W, Vand VY where W — Vt = 
= fjh, (h,f) ~ 1, and V = p\q, (q, p) ~ 1, then the LSC is ensured by the controllers 
(9) with 








where a0, h0, b0, q0, fp, pf,fpl and b0l are given by (19) —(22), respectively. The 
triplet of polynomials x, y, v satisfies the equations 
(60) a0x - b01p]v = (aQ, pf)~ s 
and 
(61) (b, qy (b0,fp)- y + hpjv = f 
with x causal where s, r represent the solution of the equation 
(62) h(a0, pf)~ s + b0lr = b01~ f*(a0, pf)~~ 
with deg s < deg b01. 
The error sequence 
(63) 
the control sequence 
(64) U = 
(flp.P/) / " 
(a0,Pf) ~ f ~ b01~ ' 
a0(f,p)~ fplr 
h0b0
+(b,q)f ~ bol~(a0,pf)~ 
and the optima] performance index 
(65) 
\b01 K 
The LSC problem is solvable if and only if h0 ~ ho
 an<i (t^' <?) ~ (p, q)+'. The result-
ing optimal error (63) is unique while the optimal controllers Rt and R2 are not. 
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Proof. Starting with equation (38) 
(66) E = £ - bM/- - bM2^ = 
ft /i q 
-'G-."-£*K-:,-J' 
where 
(67) E = i ^ l K _ 3 _ _ M l + - E L . M 2 . 
& jpl^O 
Let us define 
(68) E* - / * A - 6 0 1 F ) = 2* - j*l>oif 
where 
(69) Q* = £ . 
n 
Then 
(70) £* = £ _ _ and £ £ = £*£* . 
Writing 
E*E* = (r - r/5oTE) (e* - j*^01E) = (z - j*^E) (z - j*i*LE) 
where the sequence Z satisfies the identities 
ZZ = 2 * 6 * , fc*tZ = b01Q* and bf tZ = V Q * , 
then 
(71) E*E* = (^ Q* - pbjA C~ f _ 1 Q* - / * 6 * 1 f ) f- = E0E0 
with the polynomial c undetermined till now. Note that (71) is verified since cc = 
= c*c* = c~<r" for any c. Obviously, 
(72) E0 = 5J£_ e* _/*6*. _ . £ _ _ I _ Z ! _/*6*, slF. 
b*tc c b01ch c 
If the first term in (72) is decomposed as follows 
(73) & ^ = - L + _ 
b01ch b01 he 
and the notation 
(74) x _ Z L _ / * 6 * . L . F 
nc c 
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is used, then 
(75) E0 = - f + X 
°0\ 
and 
(76) aE = < £ £ > = <£*£*> = <£0£0> = (U^ + X \(p- H 
The decomposition (73) results in the equation 
(77) hcs + io.r = 60T/*
C~ • 
If (77) is solvable, its general solution can be written in the form 
(78) s = S 2 - ^ l - t and , = -a + -__£_ « 
(hc,b0l) (hc,b0l) 
where s2, r2 is the particular solution having the property deg s2 < deg b0l and . 
is an arbitrary polynomial. Substituting s given by (78) into (76) one obtains 
s2 s (79) ff£_ лa-Ją- + * - — i - x -
feoi ö o l l W (/ic, _oi)1 \ (/ ! C' f to_.) 
^ = ^ f and 4 2 = _ i - z* 
/>oi boi ftoi b01~ 
where v = deg />01 - deg s2 > 0. Expression (79) attains its minimum if X = 
= tj(hc, h01). Then E0 = s2/fe01 and using (74) 
(80) E = 
hf*bU~ 
Now if E is substituted into (68) and (77) is applied for s2 = s and r2 = r, then 
(81) E* = J  
h hbox~c~ c~ bol~ 
= f! _ fcoir _ c s 
At the same time the error <s 
(82) £ = flJv{ - hM2 - = / f f ° N - ^ M 2 ) - " / ( 0 o , P / ) P 
« « V»o /Pi9o / 
by (30), where 
(83) P = — ^ V " W — M~ • 
(a0> P/) ho (a0, Pfjfpilo 
Then 
(84) £ * = / * ( f l 0 ! P / ) P 
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and, comparing (84) and (81), 
(85) P = °-S . 
c~b01~f*(a0,pf) 
Combining (83) and (85) yields 
(aa\ h0q0fplcs _ a0 pf 
(86) „ - fplq0N - b01h0M2 
c b0i j*(a,pf) (a0,pf) (a0,Pf) 
and, in accordance with the assumption of stability foriV and M2, the left side of (86) 
must be a stable sequence. Since ((a0, pf), h0q0fpl) ~ 1, the choice c = (<J0, pf)~ is 
necessary. Then the optimal 
(87) P = 
b01~ f*(a0, pj)* ' 
(88) E = — - — , 
V hb*01f*(a0,pf)-~ 
equation (77) obtains the form (62) and the error sequence (82) stands finally in (63). 
But the sequences P and E are realizable through N, M, and M2 only. According 
to (83) and (87) 
(ao,Pf)~ 
b0l~ f*(a0,pf)-~ 
and then N and M2 must be chosen so as to make equation (89) solvable for any s. 
The choice (59) satisfies this requirement since it results in equation (60). Substituting 
M2 and E into (67), the equation 
(90) (/, p) (b0,fp) b*01 f*(a0, Pfy ~ M. + hpjv = r 
is obtained. If M1 is chosen according to (59) equation (90) obtains form (61). 
Then the control sequence following from (6) and (14) is given by (64). It is stable 
if and only if h0 ~ h0 and (b, q) ~ (b, q)
 + . In this case equation (61) as well as (62) 
is always solvable and, moreover, the solution s, r of (62) with deg s < deg b01 is 
unique and identical to the min deg s solution. Therefore the optimal error (63) is 
given uniquely. However, any triplet x, y, v satisfying both equations '60) and (61) 
is allowed and hence optimal controllers Rt and R2 are not unique. • 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The results derived above are discussed by way of comparison with similar solutions 
in a simple system structure. 
1. Regarding the solvability the investigated optimal control problems are not 
solvable using ASDF unless being solvable in a simple control system (with R2 = 0). 
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The condition h0 ~ h0 for the stable TOC and LSC or h0 ~ 1 for the finite TOC 
(which is sufficient in a simple system) is necessary for ASDF configuration too. 
Moreover the additional condition (b, q) ~ (b, q)+ or (b, q) ~1 following from 
stability or fineteness of the second component of the control signal U must be 
satisfied. Usually (but not always) q | h and then this second condition is redundant. 
2. Let us consider the performance index Xx reached in a simple system structure 
and X2 attained by ASDF, X2 5S Xx [8]. The case X2 = Xx means that the optimal 
control process cannot be improved by any ASDF and consequently the optimal 
solution with R2 = 0, i.e., v = 0, exists. Analyzing equations (16) = (60), (17) = (61), 
(26) and (27), the case v = 0 is possible if and only if (a0, pf)~ ~ a0 and (b0,fpy ~ 1 
for all the types of optimal control problems treated above. Hence ASDF is suitable 
to be applied in a linear discrete-time control system if 
(91) either (a0, pf)~ <* a0 
(92) or (b0,fpy ~ 1 or both. 
If moreover box ~ 1 for the stable TOC or the LSC and b0 bol ~ 1 for the finite 
TOC, the optimal solution with s = 0 and consequently e = 0 can be attained. 
By Notes 1 and 2 the feedback controller Rx set up in the optimal way in a simple 
structure will always remain the optimal one if ASDF is applied for the stable or the 
finite TOC. But this is no longer true for the LSC problem. Combining equations 
(60) —(62), we obtain the equation 
(93) ha0x + b~y = box~ f*(a0, pf)~~ 
the special solution of which gives the optimal Rx for the simple system ( [ l ] , [2], [8]) 
only if b0l~ ~ b~~ as well as (a0, pf)~~ ~ a0 ~. Of course, this special case is 
possible even if (92) holds. 
3. Only one additional sampler (with an analogue to digital converter) preceding 
R2 is needed for ASDF application provided the controllers transfer sequences Rx 
and R2 are realized by computer programs. 
EXAMPLE 
Let us consider the discrete-time system shown in Fig. 1, where (in Laplace trans-
forms) 
^ - - T ^ - l v ^ W = ^ 7 ^(p)=1-^^ and ^ ) = - L 1 p(p + 1) p + I p p + 1 
and solve the optimal control problems if T = 1 sec and W = z _ 1 / ( l - z'1). 
At first the discrete-time transfer sequence 
= b = 0-9197z-
2(l + 0-7181Z"1) 
~ a ~ (1 - z _ 1 ) ( l - 0-3679Z-1) 
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and the disturbance input sequences 
.. v 1 . v 0-9197z 
V = - — __. a n ( j Vj q 1-0-3679Z"1 (1 - 0-3679Z"1)2 
are determined. Then 
_ _ / _ 00803Z-1 (1 + 2-2907Z"1 + l-6854z-2) 
1 h (1 - z " 1 ) ( l -0-3679Z"1)2 
Since h0 = /r
+ = 1 - 0-3679z-1 and (b, q) = 1 the stable TOC and the LSC 
problems are solvable. One finds a0 — 1, fo0 = b~ = z
- 2 , 60 = b
+ = 0-9197 . 
.(I + 0-7181z-1), / + = 0-0803, / - = z - 1 ( l + 2-2907z-1 + l-6854z"2), p = 1, 
(/>PY = L / ; =f,p} = L(-o>i?/)- = 1.-?o = "Jo = "Z.&oi = z-1,(i>o>/p)~ = 
= z - 1 , / ; , = 1 + 2-2907Z"1 + 1-6854Z"-2, / - ~ = 1-6854 + 2-2907Z"1 + z~2, 
j*=/+r~, 60
-r = L K P / ) - " = i. 
As (a0, /;y) = A0 = 1 but (/?o>/p) = z
_ 1 -*< 1, an improvement in the control 
process by ASDF should be expected. 
a) To solve the stable TOC problem, equation (18) is 
(1 - z" 1 ) ( l - 0-3679z'1)2s + z - 1;- = 0-0803 
and its min deg s solution is s = 00803 and r = 01394 - 00699z_ 1 + 0-0109z"2. 
According to (23) the optimal error is e = 0-0803Z"1 + 0-1839z"2 + 0-1353z-3. 
Equations (16) and (17) read 
x - z-'v = 0-0803 
and 
z~ly + (1 - z - 1 ) ( l - 0-3679z-1)2 v = 01394 - 0-0699z_1 + 0-0109z-2 
and have the general solution 
x = 0-0803 + 0-1394z_1 + z~ 2 i , v = 0-1394 + z - 1 í 
and 
y = 0-1720 - 0-U05Z"1 + 0-0189z-2 - (1 - z _ 1 ) ( l - 0-3679z-1)2 t. 
Putting t = 0, the optimal controllers 
0-1720- 0-1105Z-1 + 0-0189Z"2  
1 ~ 0-9197(1 -0-3679z- 1 ) ( l + 0-7181z-1) (0-0803+ 0-1394Z-1) 
and 
_ 0-0122(1 + 2-2907Z'1 + l-6854z"2) 
2 ~ (I + 0-7181z-1) (0-0803 + 0-1394Z"1) 
and the optimal control sequence 
(1 + 2-2907Z'1 + l-6854z"2) (0-1394 - 00699Z-1 + Q-Q109z-2) 
0-9197(1 + 0-7181z"1)(l - 0-3679Z"1) 
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Solving the given problem in a simple control system results in: 
e = 0-0803z-1 + 0-3233z-2 + 0-4546z-3 + 0-2349z - 4, 
z - 1 ( l + 2 - 2 9 0 7 z - 1 + l-6854z - 2) (0-1720 - 0-1105z-1 + Q-Q189z-2) 
* ' ~ 0-9197(1 + 0 - 7 1 8 1 z - 1 ) ( l - 0-3679z-1) 
b) For the LSC problem, equation (62) reads 
(1 - z - 1 ) ( l - 0-3679z - 1) 2s + z~lr = 0-0803(1-6854 + 2-2907z-1 + z - 2 ) 
and has the solution with deg s = 0: 
s = 0-1353 , r = 0-4189 - 0-0376z-1 + 0-0183z-2 . 
The error sequence (63) 
0-1353z-1(l + 2-2907Z-1 + l-6854z - 2) _ 
1-6854 +2-2907z - 1 + z - 2 
= 0-0803z-1 + 0-0748z-2 - 0-0140z-3 - 0-0254z-4 + ... ; aE = 0-0183. 
Solving (60) and (61) for the general solution gives 
x = 0-1353 + 0-4189z-1 + z - 1 i , v = 0-4189 + z - 1 ř 
and 
y = 0-6894 - 0-3466z
-1 + 0-0567z-2 - (1 - z - 1 ) ( l - 0-3679z - 1)2 t. 
Choosing t = 0 the simplest pair of optimal controllers is according to (9) and (59) 
_ 0-6894 - 0-3466Z-1 + Q-Q567z-2  
1 ~ 0-9197(1 + 0-7181z - 1)(l - 0-3679z-1) (0-1353 + 0-4189z-1) 
and 
_ 0-0366(1 + 2-2907Z-1 + l-6854z - 2) 
2 ~ (1 + 0-7181z-1) (0-1353 + 0-4189z-1) 
and the optimal control sequence (64) is 
(1 + 2-2907Z-1 + l-6854z-2)(0-4189 - 0-0376z-1 + Q-0183z-2) 
~ 0-9197(1 + 0-7181z - 1)(l - 0-3679z-1) (1-6854 + 2-2907z-1 + z - 2 ) ' 
The results of the LSC problem solved in the simple control system are as follows: 
E - z " 1 ( 0 " 1 3 5 3 + 0-4189z - 1)(l + 2-2907z-1 + l-6854z - 2) 
1-6854 + 2-2907z-1 + z - 2 
= 0-0803z-1 + 0-3233z-2 + 0-2176z-3 - 0-0686z- 4 - . . . ; ; aE = 0-1938 ; 
D D A , I -
_ 1 ( l + 2 - 2 9 0 7 z - 1 + l-6854z - 2)(0-6894-0-3466z - 1+0-0567z - 2) 
R = Ri and U= i ^ '-. 
0-9197(1+ 0-7181z- 1)(l -0-3679z - 1 )(l-6854+2-2097z - 1 + z - 2 ) 
(Received December 10, 1982.) 
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